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COLLABORATION 
DRIVES US 
FORWARD

PROUDLY MADE 
IN BRITAIN
We’re proud to have been 
manufacturing tiles at our Devon factory 
for over 100 years. Attention to detail is 
all part of our proud British personality. 
Call us perfectionists, we’re proud that 
we allow nothing to get overlooked.

From design and manufacturing to delivering 
intelligent customer solutions, we never stop 
striving to create clever products that work for all 
different projects and all types of customer.

INNOVATION 
IS IN 
OUR DNA

Less ordinary, more extraordinary. 
We’ve got a fire within us that spurs 
us on to challenge the norms 
of design, manufacturing and 
sustainability. 
Be brave, go bold. 

BRAVERY IS THE 
GLINT IN OUR EYE

Teamwork creates brilliant results and 
we are proud to share our knowledge, 
expertise and passion which extends to our 
collaborations with the UK’s most talented 
designers.

From an intricate detail to a bold, patterned 
statement, we’re passionate about bringing you 
the best in tiles and interior inspiration. Whether 
you’re looking for fresh ideas, or need to blend  
in with a current scheme, we’re confident  
we can help. 

We’re proud of our long-standing British heritage, 
developed into a world-class manufacturing 
facility, and are now the largest manufacturer of 
ceramic tiles in the UK. 

At the heart of all we do lies design and 
innovation. Classic tradition meets state-of-the-

art technology as our creative team translate 
trends into beautiful interiors, and it’s  
interesting stuff. 

The environment’s a pretty big deal to us too. We 
use local materials, recycle and cut back on waste 
wherever we can. After all, we’ve only got one 
planet and we’re committed to looking after it.

So be it ceramic for your bathroom, porcelain 
for your hallway or a glass splashback for your 
kitchen, we’re sure we’ve got something you’re 
going to fall for. In fact, we work with partners  
all around the world to make that happen. 

WE EAT, SLEEP 
AND BREATHE 
DESIGN

ABOUT US...



LIFE LOOKS 
BETTER IN HD

3D HD

3D HD uses the same HD 
technology that we have 
become known for but it is 
applied to a 3D tile allowing 
us to continue to emulate 
real textures but now with an 
extra dimension.

HD ULTRA

HD Ultra is a step up of 
the HD technology adding 
four times the resolution 
in the development and 
manufacturing process. 
The Ultra technology gives an 
increased depth and format 
to the finished product.

REDEFINING 
WHAT’S 

POSSIBLE 
IN TILES

No sealing required

Printed using the latest HD 
technology

Emulate the look of natural 
stone and marble

Easy to install, clean and 
maintain

Didn’t think you could 
create an amazing stone, 
wood & graphic look using 
tiles? 
You can with our HD range 
– created using the very 
latest high definition inkjet 
technology.
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BCT49302
Alfred Grey 
Feature Wall and Floor 
498x498mm
P0010

PEI

BCT49319
Alfred Beige  
Feature Wall and Floor 
498x498mm
P0010

PEI

Alfred combines nine decorative patterns in one design to give a traditional Victorian 
feel. Made using the latest HD Technology, these patchwork effect, large format tiles are 

versatile whilst giving that added WOW factor.

ALFRED

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
0908



CONCRETA
A glazed porcelain solution for the modern bathroom, Concreta’s surface 

is designed to add a simple splash of character. The four sophisticated and 
powdery shades offer a soft and enveloping atmosphere. Team up with the 

mixed decorative tile for a further hint of heritage.

BCT57987
White 
Wall and Floor
298x600mm
N0005

 
 

BCT57970
Grey 
Wall and Floor
298x600mm
N0005

 
 

BCT58007
Dove 
Wall and Floor
298x600mm
N0005

 
 

BCT57963
Anthracite 
Wall and Floor
298x600mm
N0005

 
 

BCT58021
White Mixed Décor
Wall and Floor
298x600mm
N0005D

 

BCT58014
Dove Mixed Décor
Wall and Floor
298x600mm
N0005D

 

4 sophisticated 
powdery  
shades

Coordinating 
mixed décor 

tiles

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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BCT14423 
Concrete  
Feature Wall and Floor

331x331mm 
K0008

BCT49456
Hexagon Mosaic Grey 
Wall and Floor
285x296mm 
W0008A

BCT14416
Dark Grey 
Wall and Floor
331x331mm 
K0009

PEI

BCT14409
Mid Grey 
Wall and Floor
331x331mm 
K0009

PEI

BCT49449
Square Mosaic Grey 
Wall and Floor 
300x300mm 
W0006C

PEI

PEI

BCT14393
Light Grey 
Wall and Floor
331x331mm 
K0009

PEI

PEI

HD CONCRETE 
A unique and urban range of grey wall and 
floor tiles, bringing a raw yet natural quality 
to your surface. Team with the geometric 

feature or mosaic tiles to create a space less 
than ordinary.

BCT14379
Mid Grey 
Wall
248x498mm
I0009

BCT14386
Dark Grey 
Wall
248x498mm
I0009

BCT14362
Light Grey 
Wall
248x498mm
I0009

Mix and match 
to create your 
own unique 

space

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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CONGLOMERATE
With a modern twist on a traditional terrazzo design, Conglomerate is a 
range of five understated wall and floor tiles. The whites and greys with 
added lustre effects give a subtle glow and will create a feature in any 

room. Transform your living space. Create classic beauty.

BCT56768
White
Wall and Floor
331x331mm 
K0010

PEI

BCT56829
White
Wall
248x498mm 
I0003

BCT56997
Dark Grey
Wall
248x498mm 
I0003

BCT56812
Conglomerate 
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm 
K0010

PEI

BCT56980
Dark Grey
Wall and Floor
331x331mm 
K0010

PEI

Create a feature 
in your home  

with these 
terrazzo designs

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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BCT11057 
Devonstone Brown
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0008

PEI

BCT11064 
Devonstone Grey
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0008

PEI

BCT46806  
Devonstone Black
Feature Wall and Floor 
331x331mm
K0008

PEI

Devonstone’s eye-catching feature tiles add warmth, character and textural 
interest to any room. Available in a choice of three colourways with complimentary 

plains, the uniform pattern means that where ever they are laid, the end result is 
one stunning, continuous look.

DEVONSTONE 

See the full 
Devonstone 

range for 
complementary 

tiles

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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BCT49326
HD Distinction Grey
Feature Wall and Floor
498x498mm
K0010

PEI

HD 
DISTINCTION 

Distinction speaks for itself in the design 
stakes. The grey and white colours merge 
together like paint in water for a luxurious, 

oily marble effect, creating a warm and 
inviting feminine look.

Can be used on 
walls and floors 

to create an 
impact

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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HD HARMONY
A sumptuous grey marble effect feature tile,  

with complementing plains also available.  
Use to add depth and drama to either a period  

or contemporary interior design scheme.

3 random designs 
allowing you to 

create a true 
geometric finish

See the full HD 
Harmony range 
for additional 

colours
Complete your 

room with 
coordinating 

plains to cover  
all angles

BCT53613
Harmony Grey  
Wall
248x498mm
I0009

BCT53736
Harmony Grey  
Floor
498x498mm
P0009

PEI

BCT56751
Harmony Grey 
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0010

PEI

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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BCT49333
Henry Grey
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0010

PEI

BCT49340
Henry Beige 
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0010

PEI

Bold and dramatic, Henry’s three tone geometric design adds real depth to 
your walls and floors. Available in a grey or beige colourway, team your abstract 
flooring with plain walls and understated furniture for real impact. Lay how you 

please to create a star cluster effect or geometric cuboid design.

HENRY

Lay how you 
want to create a 

star cluster effect 
or geometric 
cuboid design 

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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BCT28710
Illusion Grey 
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0010

PEI

BCT28710
Illusion Blush Marble 
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0010

PEI

Featuring a repeating cubic pattern that creates a visually 
intriguing 3D visual effect, the Illusion feature tiles add depth 

and perspective to the room of your choice. A confident 
choice for the more design conscious.

ILLUSION

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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LA52000
Mr Jones Charcoal 
Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0014

PEI

LA52017
Mr Jones Dove Grey 
Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0014

PEI

LA52017
Mr Jones Midnight 
Wall and  Floor
331x331mm
K0014

PEI

THE HERITAGE  
COLLECTION  

Inspired by the Laura Ashley Archive; the Heritage Collection will bring timeless style 
to your home. With a delicate balance of pattern and space, Mr Jones and Wicker from 
the Heritage Collection, give a contemporary appeal with a sense of heritage and work 

beautifully alongside other tiles from the Laura Ashley Collection.

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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Inspired by the Laura Ashley Archive; the Heritage Collection will bring timeless style 
to your home. With a delicate balance of pattern and space, Mr Jones and Wicker 
from the Heritage Collection, give a contemporary appeal with a sense of heritage 

and work beautifully alongside other tiles from the Laura Ashley Collection.

THE HERITAGE  
COLLECTION  

LA51980
Wicker Charcoal 
Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0014

PEI

LA51997
Wicker Dove Grey 
Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0014

PEI

LA51997
Wicker Duck Egg 
Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0014

PEI

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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LUKA
Luka features a luxurious white marble background, with a repeating  

half rectangle pattern in black for maximum contrast. This tile has a mix 
and match approach to design, nothing is too daring or uncertain.  

Whether styling a country kitchen, an Art Deco lounge or an ultra-modern 
bathroom, Luka completes any space with maximum impact. 

BCT57840
Luka
Black and White Marble
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0010

PEI

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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Celebrating interiors from the Victorian era, the statement black and 
white colour scheme of distinctive patterns make the perfect feature 

wall and floor tiles. The Monochrome Collection translates well to 
either a traditionally styled home or a more modern design scheme.

BCT28659
Mary
Black, White and Grey
Feature Wall and Floor 
331x331mm
K0010

PEI

BCT28642
Bertie 
Off White and Black
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0010

PEI

BCT53606
Retro 
Black and White
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0010

PEI

MONOCHROME

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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BCT28703
Parquet 
Feature Wall and Floor
498x498mm
P0010

PEIHD PARQUET
The parquet feature tile offers a perfect 
blend of traditional and contemporary 
styling. For the little more adventurous, 

the traditional parquet tile re-creates the 
shabby chic look with limited effort.

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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SAMANTHA
Strong, resilient with charisma in spades, Samantha is full of playful 
energy. 1960’s made modern day, Samantha appreciates key design 

periods, but finds happiness in adding a modern twist by incorporating  
a contemporary grey colour palette alongside playful composition.

This ceramic tile features an unusual combination of angular shapes and 
circles for a vibrant pop art inspired design, with a nod to retro influence.

BCT57857
Samantha 
Grey and White Marble
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0010

PEI

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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STEPHANIE
Stephanie’s regimented chevron pattern is so fluid it is a standalone 

masterpiece. A striking monochrome colour way, combined with a subtle 
marble background exudes sophistication. Her home is a delicate balance 

of period and current, executed perfectly through her natural flair  
for modern Art Deco styling.

BCT57833
Stephanie 
Black and White Marble
Feature Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0010

PEI

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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GEOMETRIC 
Fusing two production techniques and two of Teds designs has created this geometric 
tile that has both a print and a texture on the surface making it that little bit different.  

Can be used on walls and floors in all rooms. 

BCT50599
Geometric Grey
Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0018

PEI

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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Inspired by the Edwardian tiles that lead up the pathways of London’s iconic townhouses, 
GeoTile threads a sleek tonal grey colour way with Ted’s favourite geometric prints.

Fancy flourishes that look stylish in any room, GeoTile can be used inside  
or out and come in a pack of twentyfour with two of each design.

BCT43706
GeoTile Grey
Wall and Floor
148x148mm 
G00018D

PEI

GEOTILE

2 of  
each tile design 

 per pack

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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INDIGO 
BLOCKS 

Inspired by the optical illusions of 1960s pop art, these tiles feature a graphic rework of 
one of Ted’s favourite night-time hobbies: charting the phases of the moon. Crafted with 
a lightly textured finish, and created to be placed randomly across either walls or floors, 
the tiles come in a classic colour palette of indigo and cream. Each pack of nine contains 

an assortment of four different designs, and collection can also be used as a highlight 
with VersaTile for maximum impact.

BCT57321
Indigo Blocks 
Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0018D

PEI

A mixture of 
designs per pack 
to create a truly 

unique look

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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PARADISE 
Taking Teds popular paradise print in a variety of muted shades. This range comes in a 

random pack allowing you to create a truly unique patchwork effect on walls and floors.  
To make it that little bit special some of the tiles have the addition of a lustre effect which 

catches the light beautifully.

BCT50575
Paradise 
Wall and Floor
331x331mm
V0018D

PEI

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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PARTRIDGE 
A classic design that mimics the popular cemento look.  Each pack of  nine has a 

random mix of four designs that are ever so slightly different to ensure the authenticity 
of a handmade tile.  Shades of grey square tiles with a textured feel for walls and floors.

BCT50582
Partridge  
Wall and Floor
331x331mm
V0018D

PEI

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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STEPPED UP 
An homage to Ted’s love of mid-century architectural masterpieces like the Barbican, 

these angular designs take the oblique angles found in Brutalist architecture and blend 
them with two modish colour combinations, for a dramatic effect. The four different 

styles all feature a distinctive patina finish and come in a randomly-sorted  
pack of nine that’s equally at home on walls or floors.

BCT57307
Stepped Up Pastel 
Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0018D

PEI

BCT57314
Stepped Up Grey 
Wall and Floor
331x331mm
K0018D

PEI

Step it up by 
laying these 

tiles on the wall 
or floor for a 

dramatic effect

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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VA04435
Abbey Circle  
Wall and Floor
200x200m
G0018D1 / R10

VA04428
Godwin Grey
Wall and Floor
200x200mm
G0018D1 / R10

VA04442
Pugin Filigree 
Wall and Floor
200x200mm
G0018D1 / R10

BROMPTON
Bring distinction and style to your home with the decorative Brompton range.  

Versatile patterns in complementary tones recall the Victorian fascination with Medieval 
geometric floor tiles that were originally used as ecclesiastical ornament.

 
The designs have been drawn from a selection of nineteenth century inlaid tiles, held in 
the V&A’s unrivalled collection of ceramics. Perfect for a period or contemporary home, 
the Brompton range can be used alone as individual patterns or combined together to 

create a patchwork effect on floors and walls.

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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Omar is based on one of the original drawings illustrated in Owen Jones’  
The Grammar of Ornament and is a reflective of Islamic art’s respect for nature 

and regard for mathematical order and harmony.

OMAR 

VA03902
Omar Multicolour 
Wall and Floor 
331x331mm
K0016D

PEI

See the full 
Omar and Mini 
collection for 
coordinating 
décor tiles 

Ceramic SatinGlossPorcelain MattNatural Stone Wear RatingPEI
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Technically Perfect
At British Ceramic Tile we strive to be faultless 
in our approach to meeting the strictest of 
technical standards. We produce in excess of 
20,000m2 of tiles every day and we do so within 
internationally recognised standards.  
This is a difficult technical challenge yet we do 
not compromise on any of these standards.

It is only by manufacturing in such volume, 
with such consistent technical precision, that 
we can be sure that we are able to pass on 
the benefits of our modern manufacturing 
capability downstream to our specifiers and end 
users in the form of better value for money in 
our product. 

BS EN14411
As with most construction products, the 
main technical characteristics of ceramic tiles 
are classified by international standards. For 
ceramic tiles,  
the relevant harmonised European standard is 
BS EN 14411. This standard encompasses the BS 
EN ISO 10545 suite of ceramic tile test methods.

Within EN 14411, ceramic tiles are classified 
into various groups to reflect the range 
of production processes and product 
characteristics. The products manufactured in 
our factory in Devon are classified as group BIII 
and are covered by Annex L of the standard. 
We manufacture to strict levels of quality 
control throughout the entire production 
process to ensure all products meet or exceed 
these requirements. We periodically have the 
tiles independently assessed by an accredited 
ceramic test laboratory (LUCIDEON).

CE Marking and Product Directives
The CE mark is a mandatory conformity 
mark for many products within the European 
Economic Area (EEA). By affixing the CE mark, 
the manufacturer asserts that the item meets 
all the essential requirements of all applicable 
harmonised European standards as set out in 
the relevant European Product Directives. For 
ceramic tiles, the requirements for CE marking 
are contained within Annex ZA of EN 14411. 
This standard meets the requirements of the 
Mandates M/119 (Floorings) and M/121 (Internal 

and external wall and ceiling finishes) given 
under the EU Construction Products Directive 
(89/106/EEC). 

Slip Resistance

There is a duty of care upon stakeholders 
involved in specifying flooring products 
(manufacturers, architects, distributors, 
installers etc.) to ensure that the surfaces are 
fit for purpose and do not pose a safety risk. 
One of the key considerations is defining its slip 
resistance. The latest version of EN14411 does 
not define a single test protocol for assessing 
slip resistance. Instead several tests have been 
deemed to be acceptable and it has been left to 
individual EU member states to determine their 
favoured test. For the UK,  
the only slip test recognised by the Health and 
Safety Laboratory is the pendulum test. Other 
slip tests e.g. DIN 51130 Ramp or Tortus are 
not recognised. 

For ceramic tiles, the use of the pendulum is 
covered by BS 7976-2. The test is designed to 
simulate the action of a slipping foot and uses a 
weighted swinging arm which contacts the test 
surface via a standard rubber heel (slider). The 
slip resistance is calculated by measuring the 
upswing - the greater the upswing, the lower the 
slip resistance. 

Abrasion Resistance of Glazed Floor 
Tiles (PEI) 
All floor coverings are exposed to wear due to 
the abrasive action of dirt particles contained on 
the soles of the user’s footwear. Over prolonged 
periods this causes the appearance of the tile 
to change. As applied to glazed ceramic floor 
tiles, surface abrasion is assessed by BS EN ISO 
10545-7. 

This test is a compulsory requirement for glazed 
ceramic tiles intended to be used in flooring 
applications. This test involves subjecting the 
glazed tile to an abrasive load and establishing 
the number of revolutions required to cause 
visible damage to the glazed surface. The 
test results are classified into one of six 
wear resistance groups ranging from class 0 
(unsuitable for floors) to class 5 (suitable for 
intensive pedestrian traffic). The test and the 

associated scale were originally developed by 
the Porcelain Enamel Institute (PEI) and hence 
the term PEI is frequently encountered in this 
field. Annex N of EN14411 provides informative 
guidance on suitable end uses for each wear 
class. To avoid the risk of premature wear, tiles 
with a wear resistance classification that meets 
(or exceeds) that required for the particular 
application should be used. 

Class 0  Not recommended for use on floors. 

Class 1   Very light traffic. Soft soled footwear 
or bare feet without direct access 
from outside (ensuite bathrooms). 

Class 2   Light traffic. Soft soled or normal 
footwear with very occasional 
exposure to scratching dirt 
(living rooms, main bathroom 
areas, bedrooms). 

Class 3   Light to Moderate Traffic. Normal 
footwear in the presence of small 
amounts of scratching dirt (any 
residential area with the possible 
exception of some entries and 
kitchens if extremely heavy or 
abrasive traffic is anticipated). 

Class 4   Moderate to Heavy Traffic 
with some scratching dirt 
(entrances, commercial kitchens, 
hotels, exhibitions). 

Class 5   Heavy traffic over sustained periods 
with some scratching dirt (shopping 
centres, airport concourses, hotel 
foyers). 

BS EN ISO 10545-7 and the associated scale are 
only applicable to glazed tiles. Unglazed floor 
tiles, e.g. through body porcelain are subjected 
to a different wear test, namely BS EN10545-6 
which measures resistance to deep abrasion.

Tile Fixing Recommendation
The fixing of tiles to walls and floors is governed 
by several British Standards, notably the 
BS 5385 series and BS 8000-11. A list of the 
individual standards is given here:

Fixing standards 
BS 5385-1 Wall and floor tiling. Design and 
installation of ceramic, natural stone and mosaic 
wall tiling in normal internal conditions.  
Code of practice

BS 5385-2 Wall and floor tiling. Design and 
installation of external ceramic and mosaic wall 
tiling in normal conditions. Code of practice

BS 5385-3 Wall and floor tiling. Design and 
installation of internal  
and external ceramic floor tiles and mosaics in 
normal conditions.  
Code of practice

BS 5385-4 Wall and floor tiling. Design and 
installation of ceramic and mosaic tiling in 
special conditions. Code of practice

BS 5385-5 Wall and floor tiling. Design and 
installation of terrazzo, natural stone and 
agglomerated stone tile and slab flooring. Code 
of practice

BS 8000-11.1 Workmanship on building sites. 
Code of practice for wall and floor tiling. 
Ceramic tiles, terrazzo tiles and mosaics

BS 8000-11.2 Workmanship on building sites. 
Code of practice for wall and floor tiling. Natural 
stone tiles

A list of standards relating to adhesives and 
grout is listed here:

BS EN 12004 Adhesives for tiles – Requirements, 
evaluation of conformity, classification and 
designation

BS EN 13888 Grout for tiles — Requirements, 
evaluation of conformity, classification and 
designation

The nature of the background should 
always be a primary consideration, since it 
determines the type of adhesive to be used 
and whether any intermediate substrate or 
other preparatory treatment is required before 
tiling can commence. Factors relating to the 
background to be considered are numerous 
and include the type of material, condition, 
straightness, porosity, presence of soluble salts 
etc. Early consideration should also be given 
to the provision of movement joints in order 
to allow stresses that result from movement of 
the background, e.g. drying shrinkage, thermal 
changes and moisture changes to be dissipated.

We also recommend that tiles are separated 
with minimum tile joints of 2mm for wall tiles 
and 3mm for floor tiles.

Ceramic tiles can be fixed using cementitious, 
dispersion or reaction resin adhesives that 
are suitable for the required application and 
the type of tile type to be fixed (BIII, BIa 
etc.). The fixing method to be used varies 
depending on the type of background, the 
nature of the adhesive and the anticipated 
service conditions of the installation. 
Therefore, the recommendations of the relevant 
British Standard and the specific instructions of 
the adhesive manufacturers should be followed. 

The performance requirements of adhesives are 
specified in  
BS EN 12004. 

The performance requirements of grouts 
are specified in BS EN 13888. It should be 
noted that some coloured grouts can cause 
staining on certain glazed tiles. Following 
the recommendations given in BS 5385, 
we recommend that when using coloured 
grouts, a loose sample should first be tested to 
ensure the tile does not absorb pigment into its 
surface. 

Cleaning & Maintenance
With proper care and attention, a correctly 
installed, good quality ceramic tile should give 
many years of trouble-free service. 

The Tile Association “Cleaning & Maintenance of 
Ceramic Tiles” publication recommends:

Hard water deposits, soap, scum and body oils 
build up and, therefore thorough and frequent 
cleaning is essential.

The best way to prevent build up of soap, scum 
and body oil deposits is to use a plastic scouring 
pad with the appropriate cleaner when cleaning.  
Acidic based proprietary cleaning materials should 
not be used with ceramics, porcelain or natural 
stone.

Wet rooms with inadequate ventilation to remove 
excess moisture may have fungal growth on the 
tiles or grout. This can be controlled by wiping with 
a dilute solution of bleach and leaving it for five 
minutes before cleaning off.   
If the fungal growth is not completely removed 
the bleach may be re-applied and scrubbed with 
a brush to loosen. The surface should always be 
rinsed thoroughly with clean water. Bleach should 
always be used with caution and never mixed with 
other chemicals. Adequate ventilation should be 
provided when using these materials.

DDA Requirements
When specifying ceramic wall and floor tiles, 
the main consideration relating to the Disability 
Discrimination Act 2005 is colour contrast. 
Having visual contrast between adjacent elements 
of a building (e.g. doors, walls, stair edging) allows 
partially sighted people to differentiate between 
these elements. 

Compliance with this Act can be achieved by 
following the guidance in either the Building 
Regulations 2004 Part M or BS 8300. 

Both of these documents refer to Light 
Reflectance Values (LRV) to denote colour 
contrast. LRV is a measure of the total quantity of 
visible light reflected by a surface. It is measured 
on a scale of 0 to 100, with 0 being a perfect 
absorbing black and 100 being a perfect reflecting 
white. 

In practice a typical black matt tile would have 
a score of around 5, while a pure white gloss tile 
would typically score around 90. All other tile 
colours fit in between these two extremes. The 
larger the difference between the LRVs of adjacent 
surfaces the greater the visual contrast is and the 
easier it is for someone with impaired vision to 

perceive the difference. 

In order to ensure buildings meet the DDA 
requirements, Part M: 2004 requires an LRV 
difference between adjacent surfaces of at least 30 
points. The latest BS 8300 guidance (incorporating 
Amendment 1 June 2005) states that there is 
research-based evidence that a difference of about 
20 points may be an acceptable minimum for large 
areas. For wall and floors tiles, we recommend an 
LRV difference of 20 points (minimum) and where 
possible at least 30 points. 

Shading
Tiles from British Ceramic Tile are manufactured 
to the highest British and European standards. 
During the manufacturing of ALL ceramic tiles, 
some variations in shade and pattern can occur, 
however we are confident that the tone will be 
consistent. We recommend that sufficient tiles 
are purchased at one time to complete the jobs. 
Do not fix tiles if you cannot obtain an acceptable 
blend for any reason. 

Modular Metric
Our tiles are modular metric. This means that 
the tile Size (mm)s have been designed to 
accommodate the grout gap in the module Size 
(mm). This makes it easy to calculate the area that 
will be covered by the tiles after they have been 
fixed. Following the recommendations given in BS 
5385, our wall and floor tiles have been designed 
for 2mm and 3mm grout joints respectively. As an 
example, our equivalent of a 200 x 250mm wall 
tile actually measures 198 x 248 mm and one box 
of twenty tiles will produce 1 m2 of tiled wall when 
fixed using 2mm spacers.

General
The product images shown in this catalogue are as 
accurate as the limitations of the printing process 
will allow. Please refer to actual product samples 
before purchasing.

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy 
of the information given in this literature. In the 
interests of progress, however, British Ceramic Tile 
reserves the right to change specifications and 
availability without prior notice.

TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION
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DIMENSIONAL PROPERTIES

TEST NORM NORM STANDARD VALUE BRITISH CERAMIC TILE 
VALUE

Length and Width EN ISO 10545-2 +/- 0.5% to a max +/- 2.0mm Complies with standard

Thickness EN ISO 10545-2 +/- 10% to a max +/- 0.5mm Complies with standard

Side Straightness EN ISO 10545-2 +/- 0.3% to a max +/- 1.5mm Complies with standard

Rectangularity EN ISO 10545-2 +/- 0.5% to a max +/- 2.0mm Complies with standard

Surface Flatness EN ISO 10545-2

Centre & Edge + 0.5%, to 
-0.3% to a max + 2.0  

to - 1.5mm 
Warpage  +/- 0.5%to a max 

+/- 2.0mm

Complies with standard

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

TEST NORM NORM STANDARD VALUE BRITISH CERAMIC TILE 
VALUE

Slip Resistance BS7976 Not applicable -

Breakage Charge EN ISO 10545-4 Thickness > 7.5mm, >600N:< 
7.5mm>200N Complies with standard

Modulus of Rupture EN ISO 10545-4
Thickness >  7.5mm, Average 

Min 12N/mm2 Thickness <7.5mm 
Individual min 15N/mm2

Complies with standard

Water Absorption EN ISO 10545-3 >10% Complies with standard

Resistance to Abrasion EN ISO 10545-7 Not applicable -

Resistance to Thermal Shock EN ISO 10545-9 Manufacturer’s Declaration Resists

Crazing Resistance EN ISO 10545-11 Required Resists

Frost Resistance EN ISO 10545-12 Not applicable -

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

TEST NORM NORM STANDARD VALUE BRITISH CERAMIC TILE 
VALUE

Resistance to Acids & Alkais EN ISO 10545-13 Manufacturer’s Declaration Complies with standard

Resistance to Household 
Cleaning Products EN ISO 10545-13 Minimum Class B Complies with standard

Resistance to Staining EN ISO 10545-14 Minimum Class 3 Complies with standard

Release of Lead and Cadmium EN ISO 10545-15  
SI2006 No.1179. The Ceramic Articles In Contact  

With Food (England) Regulations 2006
Manufacturer’s Declaration Complies with standard

Dry Pressed Tiles, Group BIII, E>10%

GENERAL 
TECHNICAL 
WALL TILE 
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GENERAL 
TECHNICAL 
GLAZED 
PORCELAIN 
FLOOR TILE 

DIMENSIONAL PROPERTIES

TEST NORM NORM STANDARD VALUE BRITISH CERAMIC TILE 
VALUE

Length and Width EN ISO 10545-2 +/- 0.6% to a max +/- 2.0mm Complies with standard

Thickness EN ISO 10545-2 +/- 5% to a max +/- 0.5mm Complies with standard

Side Straightness EN ISO 10545-2 +/- 0.5% to a max +/-1.5mm Complies with standard

Rectangularity EN ISO 10545-2 +/- 0.6% to a max +/-2.0mm Complies with standard

Surface Flatness EN ISO 10545-2 +/- 0.5% to a max +/-2.0mm Complies with standard

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

TEST NORM NORM STANDARD VALUE BRITISH CERAMIC TILE 
VALUE

Slip Resistance BS7976-2 Manufacturer’s Declaration  
(Pendulum Test) Complies with standard

Breakage Charge EN ISO 10545-2 Thickness ≥≥ 7.5mm, >1300N: 
 <7.5mm, >700N Complies with standard

Modulus of Rupture EN ISO 10545-4 >35N/mm2 Complies with standard

Water Absorption EN ISO 10545-3 <0.5% Complies with standard

Resistance to Abrasion EN ISO 10545-7 Manufacturer’s Declaration Complies with standard

Resistance to Thermal Shock EN ISO 10545-9 Manufacturer’s Declaration Resists

Crazing Resistance EN ISO 10545-11 Required Resists

Frost Resistance EN ISO 10545-12 Manufacturer’s Declaration Complies with standard

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

TEST NORM NORM STANDARD VALUE BRITISH CERAMIC TILE 
VALUE

Resistance to Acids & Akalis EN ISO 10545-13 Manufacturer’s Declaration Complies with standard

Resistance to Household 
Cleaning Products EN ISO 10545-13 Minimum Class B Complies with standard

Resistance to Staining EN ISO 10545-14 Minimum Class 3 Complies with standard

Release of Lead and Cadmium EN ISO 10545-15  
SI2006 No.1179. The Ceramic Articles In Contact  

With Food (England) Regulations 2006
Manufacturer’s Declaration Complies with standard

Glazed porcelain tiles- Class Bla
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britishceramictile.com

For further details contact your ASM or Customer Services on:
+44 (0) 845 055 1275

enquiries@britishceramictile.com

Heathfield, Newton Abbot, Devon. TQ12 6RF

The Hub, Summit House, Bradford Road, Cleckheaton. BD19 6BW

231118
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